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Motivation & Influential elements
Fig. 1.1 (the types of corrugated boards)

Fig. 1.0 (stacks of corrugated boards)

Motivation & Influential elements
Fig. 2.1 (a paper model template of a car)

Fig. 2.0 (an Ikea Instructions sheet)

Fig. 2.3 (pre-cut wooden model kit & completed model)

Fig. 2.2 (a Tamiya model kit)

Why that cheap brown material ?
- a material which I love to work with ever since I studied design
- a material which has gave me a lot of inspiration in developing ideas

... a green movement as part of an effort
on reducing carbon footprint...
I see this project as an opportunity to explore and experiment with
my favourite material as a medium to create innovative solutions.
Fig. 3.0 (some images of my cardboard designs)

Referential Works
Trempel, Clothes hanger made of Cardboard tubes
designed by: Victor Puzur

Fig. 4.1 (Eco DIY Collection, designed by Eduardo Alessi)

A series of Eco DIY Cardboard deskstop accesories
designed by: Eduardo Alessi
Fig. 4.0 (Trempel, clothes hanger, designed by Victor Puzur)

Referential Works
Refold's Cardboard foldable desk
designed by: Fraser Callaway, Oliver Ward, and Matt Innes

Fig. 5.1 (Cutting Table, Cardboard flatpacked table, designed by Sruli Recht)

Cutting Table
designed by: Sruli Recht

Fig. 5.0 (Refold, Foldable Cardboard desk, designed by Fraser Callaway, Oliver Ward, and Matt Innes)

Referential Works
Foldschool Kids Cardboard chair
designed by: Nicola Enrico Stäubli

Fig. 6.1 (Google Cardboard, DIY virtual reality headset, designed by David Coz and Damien Henry)

Google Cardboard, DIY virtual reality headset
designed by: David Coz and Damien Henry
Fig. 6.0 (Foldschool, Kids Cardboard Chair, designed by Nicola Enrico Stäubli)

Design Concept
DIY Cardboard solutions/Open design/Co-creation

So, there is this Idea...

the idea is then constructed, experimented and tested...

which is then developed...
(sketches/test models/blueprints)

Design Concept
the final outcome of the idea is then disassembled...

the data collated will then be shared...
(as a beneficial solution for others)

... and documented in clear instructional values

Design Concept
a potential consumer may purchase or
download his desired data/manual...

... and then make and assemble the final
product according to the manual...

... he will then get the materials needed
for construction as listed on the manual

This is where the major part of the DIY
process comes in.
Modification and co-creation process
happens here too.

Possible Target User Groups
EXHIBITORS/or for Public spaces
For example: a series of temporary & cheap DIY solution for an exhibition setup…
it could be temporary furnishings like discussion sets, book stands, shelving or display racks etc.

STUDENTS/TENANTS living in hostels or small rented apartments
For example: a series of temporary basic furnishings like tables, chairs, bed, storage
compartments or room partitions etc.

INTEREST-BASED

- EDUCATORS

For example: Arts & Crafts teacher who could use this solution as a medium for kids to learn,
construct and customize their creations etc.

- Craft Lovers
- Student Designers

Aims & Objectives
This project is part of an effort to promote the usage of Cardboard
as main material in creating usable solutions.
This project aims to inspire people to the significant qualities of
Cardboard that could be so much more than a single use
packaging medium.
To explore and experiment on this unique material that would
stand out in the product design industry.
To Design, To Experiment, To Document, To Share

Expected Outcomes

To possibly create a set of DIY Cardboard solutions as base
templates for potential users to co-create according to their
needs and preferences.
Catalogues, Manuals, PDF instruction sheets etc.

but

there is more than just the DIY/sharing concept

business…

I also see this as an opportunity for
For example, there is a chance for me to sell my work to Exhibitors while
Students living in hostels could possibly get them for free*
(seperating the user groups)

Thus, a platform for me to sell my expertise and spread this design…

Personalization could be added one of a possible aspect…

for example, users could personalize the size or overall look and feel of the
template*

(the patterns or graphical elements printed onto the raw boards)
(or the ratio size of the template to fit according to the user’s environment)
(*this will increase the value of the product itself)

Timeline (week 1 to 7)
Week
1st Week

(10th to 14th
August)

2nd Week
(17th to 21st
August)

Tasks
Refine Concept Proposal & Draft out PWT

(Illustrate the Idea, Research on possible Target audiences and Referential works, justify reasoning and
read up on creative licenses etc.)

Finalize Concept Proposal & Start constructing final slides

(Final research for target users, Redefine Design direction, Business plans, reasoning behind the motivation
etc.)

Deliverables

Status

Draft Presentation slides

100%

Presentation slides for the 1st
Presentation on 21st August
2015

100%

3rd Week

(24th to 28th
August)

4th Week

(31st August to
4th September)

5th Week

Research and Proposal refinements according to the discussed thoughts and
suggestions

(do more in-depth research and understanding on Creative commons and Open-source design etc.)
(Survey and study on the possible target users on idea/product credibility)
(Study more on the characteristics of the chosen material etc.)
(working more towards a concrete design direction and justification in preparation for the next phase)

Research/Survey data &
statistics, resources for the
next step toward concept
development etc.

(7th to 11th
September)

6th Week

Preparation for second Presentation

Draft Presentation slides

7th Week

Preparation for second Presentation

Presentation slides for the 2nd
Presentation on 25th
September 2015

(14th to 18th
September)

(21st to 25th
September)

-

-

Thank You!
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